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Sewing Together Unit-BL and Unit-AR
The graphic on this page were built to reflect the front side view
of your finished units. We included the seam allowance in the
graphics around the perimeter of each unit so you could visually
see where the units match at each intersection.
Step 1: Position the units with
the fabric facing right-side-up.

Step 3: Join the units with
right-sides-together matching the intersecting points as
you sew.
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Step 2: Remove the foundation paper on the backside of
Unit-AL.
Step 3: Use your glue pen and glue the raw edges of the joining seam.
Step 4: Starting at the edge of the fabric at Point B, sew the
joining curved seam between Point B and Point A. When you
reach Point A, leave the needle in the down position, lift the
presser foot, straighten the fabric, lining it up with the edge
of the presser foot. Note the last segment of the seam
between Point A and Point C is a straight seam. Continue
sewing off the end of the fabric just past Point C.

Step 2: Mark the intersections
on each unit at Point D.
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Step 1: Match and pin together the AR and AL Units at Points
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Step 4: After the
units are sewn together, remove the paper
on the AR-Units under
sections 2, 4, 6, and 8.
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Step 5: Press the
joining seam towards
Unit-AR.
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The same previous steps are repeated for
Unit-BR and Unit-AL.

Step 5: Remove the paper under the AR-Unit.
Step 6:The joining seam between Unit-AL and Unit-AR
is pressed towards the AR-Unit.
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Step 1: Match the intersections at Point D on both
the BR-Unit and the ALUnits. Unit-BR and Unit-AL
are sewn together to complete one piece.
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Step 2: Remove the paper from sections, 7, 8,
and 9 on the BR-Units. Press
the joining seams towards
the BR-Unit.

Note: The AS-Units are
not sewn on at this time.
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Sewing Together Unit-BR and Unit-AL

Unit-BR

Note: Even though Y-seams are used to join the
remaining units in Chapter 5, the seams at this
time should be closed at Point C. When the time
comes to sew in the remaining units the stitches
at Point C will be picked back to the quarterinch intersection so a Y-seam can be
sewn.
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